Clinically Proven Pressure Relief!

Discover The Miracle Of
Pressure Free Sleep!
body parts...& virtually eliminating
unhealthy pressure points!

Breakthrough Sleep
System Ends Pressure
Points...Forever!
f you’re tired of endless tossing
& turning struggling to find a
comfortable sleep position...here’s
important news!

Supports Your Spine
In Perfect Alignment!

I

The Miracle Of
Pressure Free Sleep!
The Natural Form mattress is a
clinically proven breakthrough in
night time pressure relief! Unlike the
uncomfortable & unhealthy pressure
points created by metal coil
mattresses...the Natural Form molds
naturally to your unique body weight
and shape...relieving pressure and
guaranteeing you a deeper, healthier,
and more comfortable night’s sleep!

Luxurious
Premium Quality
Wool Topper.

Conforms To Your Comfort!
Patented Air-Foam Sleep Cells conform to each part of
your body equalizing mattress pressure & displacing
weight precisely and evenly across the entire sleep surface.

Adjusts Precisely To
Your Sleep Comfort!
The secret to this miracle in night
time pressure relief is Natural Forms
ability to displace and equalize body
pressure. Using nine patented airfoam cells and precisely calibrated
pressure relief valves...the Natural
Form conforms to your body shape...
taking pressure off your heavier

By forming to the natural curves
of your body the Natural Form
Mattress helps to relieve unhealthy
pressure on your neck and back.
This pressure relief helps to maintain your spine in correct alignment
in virtually any sleep position.

Sleep Better, Deeper
& Wake-Up Energized!
By relieving pressure and the need
to toss & turn the Natural Form
promotes a dramatic improvement in
sleep quality. In clinical tests subjects
sleeping on the Natural Form
experienced more hours
of deep, restorative
FREE
REM sleep...and woke Catalog
!
up feeling more alert
and energized.

FREE Catalog!
Call Toll Free...Today!

1-888-550-3647
❏ YES! I want to know more
about the Natural Form Sleep System.
Please send my FREE Catalog and
details on how I can enjoy deeper,
healthier, pressure free sleep.
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